
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS 1 

 2 

OKANOGAN COUNTY 3 

 4 

NOVEMBER 13, 2017 5 

 6 
  9:00 AM Review Commissioners’ Agenda and Consent Agenda 7 
  9:30 AM Briefing Among Commissioners 8 
  1:30 PM Update – Planning – Perry Huston 9 
  3:30 PM Public Hearing – North County ATV Roads 10 
  4:30 PM Review Meeting Minutes 11 
 12 

The Okanogan County Board of Commissioners met in regular session on November 13 
13, 2017, Chairman Commissioner Jim DeTro, Commissioner Chris Branch, 14 
Commissioner Andy Hover, and Clerk III Melissa Thompson present.  15 
 16 
Commissioners convened the board at 9:00 a.m.  17 
 18 
Review Commissioners’ Agenda and Consent Agenda 19 

Commissioners briefly reviewed their agenda and consent agenda items.  20 

 21 

Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(i) 22 

Commissioner DeTro moved to go into executive session at 9:05 a.m. for 15 minutes 23 

inviting Tanya Craig, Risk Manager, to discuss agency litigation to which the county 24 

may be a party. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  25 

 26 

Executive session ended at 9:20 a.m. no decisions were made.  27 

 28 

Briefing Among Commissioners 29 

 30 

Joe Poulin joined the meeting at 9:45 a.m. 31 

Commissioner Hover would like Laleña Johns and Joe Poulin to restructure the 32 

maintenance budget by building.  This will be separate from the capital facilities plan so 33 

that funds can be reviewed independently. Will need to speak with Juvenile to see every 34 

line item that relates to maintenance. Mr. Poulin will gather an estimate to understand 35 

how much money will go into the new budget. Commissioner Hover would like Mr. 36 

Poulin to take over the budget for Jail maintenance and include this as a separate line 37 

item under the maintenance budget, so that there is no longer a maintenance section 38 

under Jail expense.  Commissioner Hover plans to speak with Joe Somday as well. By 39 

the next budget meeting, Commissioners would like a daft maintenance budget with the 40 

new changes.  They would like to be able to tie the revenue of the Juvenile Tax to the 41 

maintenance costs of the juvenile center.  Salaries would not be paid under it, but it is 42 
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legitimate to look at the amount of hours used to maintain a building. Also discussed 43 

were the requirements of maintenance staff to be able to enter jail or juvenile buildings.  44 

 45 

Commissioner Hover provided the Board with an update on his conversations from the 46 

Fair Advisory Committee (FAC) Meeting.  The possible consolidation of the Fairgrounds 47 

and the Fair budgets was presented at the meeting.  Additionally discussed was the 48 

need for the Fair policy manual to be reviewed annually and presented to the BOCC. 49 

Commissioner Hover would like the policy to reflect that the FAC come to the 50 

Commissioners’ meetings monthly to discuss things that need to be accomplished at 51 

the fairgrounds.    52 

 53 

The Commissioners discussed Facilities Fairgrounds budget overages and frustration 54 

over the revenue budget.  They feel it would be productive to have a budget session 55 

with Josh Freel, Kim Spivey, Cari Hall, and Laurie Thomas.  They discussed the 56 

potential to have the fairgrounds available as a long term lease to other organizations 57 

for potential revenue. Commissioner Hover discussed his previous conversations with 58 

Treasurer Leah McCormack.  We will likely need to combine facilities fair fund under 59 

current expense.  The potential issue is if a new Board of Commissioners are elected 60 

that don’t see the benefit of the Fairground operations, they could decide to not budget 61 

money to those line items.  The Fairgrounds are not currently making enough money to 62 

cover expenses even if the expenses such as wages, professional services, supplies, 63 

repairs and maintenance, etc. are cut down.  Commissioner Hover explained that if 64 

sales could be driven up another $50,000, then we could just cover the minimum 65 

expenses that were already cut down.  The Commissioners discussed ideas for how the 66 

Fairgrounds could still be profitable during the winter and run like a business.  It would 67 

need to work for itself.  The Commissioners would like regular meetings with Mr. Freel 68 

to brainstorm ideas and also stay informed on potential needs of the Fairgrounds.  69 

 70 

Commissioner Branch discussed wanting some advice from Dave Gecas on procedures 71 

as to when executive session needs to happen and when they simply receive legal 72 

advice.  The asset purchase procedure policy was also discussed. 73 

 74 

The Commissioners Adjourned for lunch at 11:55 A.M. 75 

 76 

Update - Planning 77 

Director Perry Huston, Laurie Thomas, Cari Hall, Dennis Rabidou, Gina McCoy, 78 

member of the public taking notes on her laptop, and Lorah Super, member of the 79 

public taking hand written notes 80 

 81 

Juvenile Detention Tax 82 

Discussed the Juvenile Tax, which will be a restricted fund.  According to Director 83 

Huston there will be approximately $750,000 collected in 2018, with the first payment in 84 

March.  Will likely have less than 700,000 actually available for use in 2018.  Discussed 85 
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structure of how this will be allocated.  Commissioner Hover proposes that a separate 86 

fund is created because if there is any carryover, he wants to make sure it’s not swept 87 

into the general fund.  This method will be easier to track the funds.  If we structure the 88 

budget correctly and break out the maintenance budget by building, we can identify the 89 

maintenance involved in the Juvenile Center and then we would create one other line 90 

for capital expenditures for larger projects.   91 

 92 

If at the adoption of the budget, the County by resolution determines what will be done 93 

with the specific funds, then it can be tracked.  Ms. Hall and Mr. Rabidou both agreed 94 

that this method would be okay.  Ms. Thomas believes it would be more effective to 95 

track in a separate fund and allocate out during the budget process.  We need to 96 

identify parts of two budgets: Jail and Juvenile that will use those funds.  Maintenance 97 

current expense is currently reflected in Eden as Courthouse Maintenance and will need 98 

to be updated to Maintenance.   99 

Commissioner Hover would like to apply funds to the Juvenile Center first as the initial 100 

intent of tax.  The goal would be to reduce maintenance costs by upgrading the facility.  101 

Mr. Rabidou would like to meet later and officially go over the projects and intent.  The 102 

goal would be to take care of the HVAC and security in the short term to offset current 103 

expense.  According to Ms. Hall, the State Auditor recommended that we state exactly 104 

what will be used out of the fund with specific budget line items.  As a separate fund 105 

identified as Juvenile Tax, capital projects can be paid out of it.  A resolution will need to 106 

be drawn up and approved to establish the fund.  Ms. Hall will help identify what 107 

expenses can be used.  Commissioner Hover would like Director Huston and Mr. 108 

Rabidou to assist the Auditor’s Office to draw up a resolution in line with their 109 

recommendations that can be presented to the Commissioners. 110 

 111 

OCC 20 112 

Director Huston distributed an Application Status Report and a print out of an article 113 

regarding Yakima County officials unveiling a water plan (Attached).  It was pointed out 114 

that the highest number of applications on the status report were under SA, which is for 115 

Site Analysis.  Director Huston discussed the role that Department of Ecology plays 116 

within closed basins when there is no existing well, with essentially the responsibility 117 

falling on the Department of Ecology to manage the process and approval.  This will 118 

eliminate the county accepting applications to then deny them.  Commissioner Hover is 119 

concerned that a well will be drilled by Department of Ecology’s instructions, and then 120 

when the approval gets to the County level, the well has already been drilled.  His 121 

preference would be a dual approval with both the County and the Department of 122 

Ecology.  Director Huston indicated that a letter from Department of Ecology stating the 123 

well was properly constructed is required.  He believes that more light should be shed 124 

on the topic on the 16th.  Commissioner Hover feels that those that already have 125 

existing wells should be handled by the Department of Ecology.   126 

 127 

Shoreline Master Program (SMP) 128 
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Director Huston provided a status update.  A draft has not been completed yet, but will 129 

likely have one the first week in December. Commissioner Branch wanted to confirm 130 

that all the changes that the Commissioners sent back to them were addressed.  131 

Director Huston said that they were all okay.  As the process goes along there may be 132 

several changes from the draft previously provided by the Commissioners.  The most 133 

significant anticipated change relates to public access.  In original discussions public 134 

access was not required unless certain criteria were met, but the new position is that 135 

public access is required unless other criteria, which is still being established, deems it 136 

not required.  Nothing is different with the prohibition of subdivisions based on what the 137 

Department of Ecology has said.  When the Department of Ecology gets us the draft it 138 

will be looked at by the Commissioners to approve or have further discussion.  Once it 139 

is adopted, it could go through an appeal process if there are challenges.  Any appeals 140 

currently go to the Department of Ecology for a decision.  141 

 142 

Voluntary Stewardship Program 143 

According to Director Huston, we are still on track for the June 28th projected schedule 144 

and on budget. The Conservation district is feeding in several sections and the work 145 

group is reviewing and making a few word changes. This allows time for them to review, 146 

get it back to us, and then we can provide it to the Conservation Commission. 147 

  148 

Marijuana Advisory Committee 149 

Director Huston provided an update.  They did not get a chance to address vested sites.  150 

The committee has been working on a definition of high density development, which has 151 

some agreement on both sides.  All agree that higher populations are not conducive to 152 

grow operations.  With regard to city expansion areas, they arrived at a conditional use 153 

permit with the city for those particular areas.  If approved then both the developer and 154 

grower has an understanding on what they can expect.  Reluctant to let go of 155 

conditional use permit process. According to Director Huston there aren’t any industrial 156 

areas, but there are some commercial zones, mostly fairly small. City areas are not in 157 

the county’s jurisdiction. Commissioner Branch believes we need to look at having 158 

some industrial areas in our Comprehensive Plan.  If an industrial area is now being 159 

designated as neighborhood commercial, there could be land use conflicts down the 160 

road.  The Committee is going through the district use chart and there are not any 161 

properties currently zoned by that according to Director Huston. Commissioner Hover 162 

and Commissioner Branch both want to make sure the Committee is looking at the 163 

future and not just at what zones presently exist.  There are industrial uses out there 164 

that are connected to agriculture, but industrial use as they are now, so there is 165 

potential for conflict as these are residential areas.   166 

 167 

Discussed the expiration of the moratorium, December 26th.  Director Huston believes 168 

they may have interim controls that they can propose to the Commissioners.  Six 169 

months is the longest that the moratorium can be extended.  The Commissioners can 170 

repeal it at any time and therefore not locked into a six month moratorium.  Director 171 
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Huston will look at possible public hearing dates.  Commissioner Branch feels it would 172 

be best to open the doors back up under certain rules   173 

 174 

Comprehensive Plan 175 

The schedule for The Comprehensive Plan was discussed. Commissioner Hover asked 176 

that the dates get on Planning’s website.  November 20th & 27th – Identifying Sections 177 

and Objectives, December 4th & 11th – BOCC review preliminary draft, January 2018 – 178 

Joint meeting with BOCC and Planning Commission, Begin draft of Environmental 179 

Impact Statement-Scoping, February 2018 – Draft Environmental Impact Statement.  180 

The goal is have it to the Planning Commission Hearings in March of 2018.  According 181 

to Director Huston, Commerce suggested that we make an addendum, but he believes 182 

a new revision should be created.  Commissioner Branch believes that’s a wise 183 

decision.  184 

 185 

Commissioners asked if the cities sent back a reply about the Smoke Jumper Base.  186 

According to Director Huston, no, but he’ll look into it.   187 

 188 

They discussed an SRS and PILT petition. Director Huston will draft a letter of support.  189 

Commissioner DeTro asked that it be provided to the Clerk of the Board and go out to 190 

the school districts to see if they want to weigh in.  According to Director Huston the 191 

deadline is this week.  192 

 193 

Motion Tonasket Ems District  194 

Commissioner Branch moved to adjourn as the BOCC and reconvene as the Tonasket EMS 195 

District. Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion carried. 196 

 197 

Commissioner Branch moved to approve the Voucher certification and authorize 198 

the Tonasket EMS District vouchers to be paid in the amount of $14,869.41. Motion 199 

was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 200 

 201 

Commissioner Hover moved to adjourn as the Tonasket EMS and Reconvene as 202 

the BOCC Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion carried. 203 

 204 

Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(g) 205 

Commissioner Hover moved to go into executive session at 2:38 p.m. for 10 minutes 206 

inviting Tanya Craig, Risk Manager, to discuss the performance of a public employee to 207 

which the county may be a party. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion 208 

carried.  209 

 210 

Executive session ended at 2:48 p.m. no decisions were made.  211 

 212 

 213 
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Capital Facility Plan 214 

Director Huston distributed a Summary of Projects (attached)  215 

 216 

Oroville EMS Levy 217 

Director Huston discussed an Oroville EMS Levy Resolution.  The Clerk of the Board, 218 

Laleña Johns, discovered that the levy collection expires at the end of 2018 rather than 219 

2019 as originally intended.  Director Huston provided the BOCC with Ms. Johns’ email 220 

(attached).  There are four election date options, for which the issue can be placed on 221 

the ballot in 2018.  A public hearing is not required, but could be scheduled.  The levy is 222 

currently collected at $0.25 per $1,000 assessed value.  RCW 84.52.069 allows for this 223 

to be increased for up to $0.50 per $1,000.  Commissioners wanted to know what would 224 

happen if the levy fails.  There is a termination clause in the contract.  This would 225 

essentially get us out of the contract with Lifeline, but doesn’t answer then what we’d 226 

do.  They would have to establish an agreement on an emergency interim basis and 227 

services would potentially fall back on the Fire Department.  A general election is the 228 

most cost effective recommendation per Director Huston.  The plan is to meet with the 229 

City of Oroville and Lifeline first, then the Auditor staff, and determine the best time to 230 

have election.  231 

 232 

David Gecas and Josh Thomson joined the meeting at 3:00 p.m.  233 

 234 

Lake Management District #1 235 

Director Huston will sit down with the Clerk of the Board to come up with a potential 236 

future hearing date.   237 

 238 

Motion Executive Session RCW 42.30.110 (1)(i) 239 

Commissioner Branch moved to go into executive session at 3:00 p.m. for 10 minutes 240 

inviting David Gecas to discuss legal matters to which the county may be a party. 241 

Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  242 

 243 

Executive session ended at 3:10 p.m. no decisions were made.  244 

 245 

Commissioners asked Engineer Josh Thomson about the snow plow schedule.  246 

According to Engineer Thomson they now start earlier, at 6 a.m. because of school 247 

buses.  The shifts are 5 days a week, 8 hours a day. If it starts snowing later in the 248 

afternoon, the area supervisor will make the determination and they will go out and plow 249 

as needed.  250 

 251 

According to Director Huston a short plat that has not been approved is being 252 

advertised.  Discussed water right concerns.  Planning has not received any updated 253 

information.  Commissioner Hover, doesn’t like the fact that someone can advertise 254 

something that they don’t have control over. 255 

 256 
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Commissioner DeTro provided a Pest board update explaining that they did not get any 257 

more catches of the apple maggot in Upper Methow.  They were attributed to a back 258 

yard apple tree.  They are going to set up quarantine areas for next year and going 259 

through the steps to get the transport permit. 260 

 261 

Public Hearing – North County ATV Roads 262 

Director Perry Huston, Engineer Josh Thomson, Ben Rough 263 

 264 

The recorder was started at 3:30 p.m. 265 

 266 

The room had several interested citizens who signed in at the door.  267 

 268 

Commissioner DeTro opened the hearing staff report. Commissioner DeTro went 269 

through the sign in sheet to identify who wished to speak as the sign in sheet did not 270 

indicate that. He deemed a time limit unnecessary due to the small number of 271 

testimonies.   272 

 273 

Director Huston explained what the public hearing was for and provided the 274 

Commissioners with the background of the previous public hearings.  Issued the final 275 

MDNS and set the public hearing.   No one attempted to file an appeal.  Commissioner 276 

Hover asked about resolving potential higher penalties from previous discussions if this 277 

is passed. Director Huston explained that those decisions would be addressed by 278 

adopting an ordinance in a separate public hearing with coordination with Sheriff and 279 

District Court.  There could be stiffer penalties, but not less restrictive than what 280 

currently exists. Director Huston suggests under model traffic code to allow other 281 

agencies to enforce under the ordinance.   282 

 283 

Engineer Thomson summarized the development of WATV the proposal WATV is not 284 

an ORV by law.  WATV cannot ride on ORV routes. Only routes 35 miles per hour or 285 

less can be opened to WATV.  Displayed a map of the roads being considered in 286 

District 3.  Green routes are existing ORV & grandfathered WATV open routes.  Orange 287 

are the proposed WATV routes to be opened, Blue routes are the roads that are gaps 288 

and connections but are over 35 mph, opening at would need to reduce the speed limit, 289 

which would require a separate hearing.  Pink roads are eligible to be open but 290 

proposing to not open.  Black are county roads over 35 miles per hour.  Discussed the 291 

need for signage clarification under SEPA MDNS.  Must have signage for every open 292 

road, but the sign would be large and potentially unreadable if both the warning and 293 

regulatory information were on the same sign.  Would like to hear the Commissioners’ 294 

thoughts Commissioner DeTro brought up a previous discussion about a simplified red 295 

dot, green dot sign indicating whether someone could continue.  Commissioner Hover 296 

agrees with dots as an option on existing signs.  He would like to keep people safe on 297 

the roads, have an understanding of where they can ride, and keep recreational activity.  298 
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It should be affordable, simple, readable, with a clear understanding, and represented 299 

on the website.  300 

 301 

Director Huston said the intent of the mitigation was to strategically locate signs on 302 

these roads, coupled with an outreach program, websites, and pamphlets.  303 

Commissioner Hover believes that the signs should be informative and strategically 304 

placed, referencing the current placement of signs restricting the watering of county 305 

roads.  Commissioner Branch mentioned the need for informative signs in vulnerable or 306 

critical areas, such as alongside conservation signs. Is concerned that a large sign with 307 

too much information could be ignored by the public and begin to be less relative.  308 

 309 

Commissioner DeTro closed staff and opened the hearing to public testimony stating 310 

everyone who wished to comment would be given three minutes to testify. He asked 311 

that anyone with written comments turn them into the clerk.    312 

 313 

Phil Millam, Vice Chair of Methow Valley Citizens Council wants to focus on the process 314 

more than the roads. Wants to commend the commissioners and staff in developing the 315 

road system and environmental process and review. He expects signs to be present in 316 

critical areas and state go or no go.  If the county boarder has a sign then people 317 

entering the county will be informed.  We like the annual review with the agencies and 318 

believe it’s a good time to look at the critical areas ordinance.  Should look at these 319 

roads at that time and see if anything should be changed.  In favor of stronger 320 

enforcement. Would like to hear from the sheriff to ensure enforcement.  Believes that 321 

would speak volumes to the public.  322 

 323 

Spencer King, President of North Central ATV Club.  Appreciates the process that is 324 

being used to work through areas that need to be looked at and opening of areas that 325 

we’ve had in the past.  With regard to signage, agrees with Mr. Millam with more critical 326 

areas having majority of the signage. There are WATV funds available through licensing 327 

of WATVS that can go to signage. He sits on the panel and it’s a process of identifying 328 

routes and putting in a request for signage.  He has not seen a template for route 329 

signage, only for state highway crossing.  This form of recreation is growing 330 

considerably and he knows there is a considerable amount of money in that signage 331 

program.  Offered his help with the process. 332 

 333 

Commissioner DeTro closed the hearing to public testimony and opened it up for the 334 

BOCC. Commissioners inquired about written testimony, but nothing was present. 335 

 336 

Director Huston took a brief recess to gather the comments received. 337 

 338 

Ben Rough explained that the process and next course of action would be addressed by 339 

Director Huston. 340 

 341 
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Director Huston returned with comments (attached).  Commissioner Hover, read 342 

Department of Fish and Wildlife comments regarding several roads: Poechmann Rd., 343 

Woodward Rd, Eder Rd., and Van Der Schelden Rd, while Engineer Thomson pointed 344 

them out on the map.  WDFW indicated that these roads should be on the list of 345 

unopened roads based on proximity to wildlife areas and enforcement concerns. It was 346 

discussed that the white area of the map represented private property.  347 

 348 

Commissioners acknowledged negative comments in writing that are addressing illegal 349 

ridership, which is not the situation being addressed here.   350 

 351 

Motion to open up public testimony again 352 

Commissioner Hover moved to open public testimony again, Motion seconded, all were 353 

in favor, motion carried.  354 

 355 

Spencer King requested to see the roads in the Happy Hill area again and brought up 356 

the possibility of ranchers wanting to access areas from their private property to other 357 

areas, not necessarily people from the public riding up them 358 

 359 

Commissioner DeTro Asked Joe and Alice Berney if they would care to share their 360 

perspective. 361 

 362 

Joe Berney agrees that Mr. King’s point is true, not opening up the roads for people to 363 

come to dead end, but private land owners needing to be able to access other private 364 

land that they own. He’s not sure about Poechmann Road, but Woodward Road for 365 

sure.   366 

 367 

Bill Johnson asked to see Van Der Schelden Rd on the map.  Indicated that it’s only a 368 

mile or so long with a dead end to a Conservation easement.  As far as he’s concerned 369 

it could be left off the list.  Doesn’t believe that anyone other than local people would 370 

ride.  He feels the state needs to do something about Conservation easements.  371 

Discussed old hunting grounds that has now been shut down eliminating people going 372 

in there.  It should be public access property because it’s paid for by public. 373 

 374 

Commissioner DeTro closed public testimony and opened for staff 375 

 376 

Director Huston, asked for direction from the Commissioners.  The Board is not 377 

prepared to make a decision and would like to review further and continue the hearing 378 

to another date.  379 

 380 

Motion Setting the Public Hearing to Consider North County ATV Roads  381 

Commissioner Hover moved to continue the hearing to November 20, 2017 at 1:30 p.m. 382 

Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried.  383 

 384 
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Commissioner DeTro closed the public hearing 385 

 386 

Lorah Super asked Commissioner DeTro about SRS & PILT money.  Commissioner 387 

DeTro offered to have Director Perry Huston forward her letter of support that is being 388 

generated.  389 

 390 

Risk Manager, Tanya Craig joined the meeting at 4:30 p.m. to present an agreement for 391 

Public Defense.   392 

 393 

Motion Authorize Approval for Public Defense Improvement Grant Funding. 394 

Commissioner Hover moved to authorize the Chairman to approve and sign agreement 395 

No. ICA18539 with the Washington State Office of Public Defense for public defense 396 

improvement grant funding. Motion was seconded, all were in favor, motion carried. 397 

 398 

Motion Closed Session RCW 42.30.140 (4)(b) 399 

Commissioner Hover moved to go into a closed session at 4:36 p.m. for 5 minutes to 400 

discuss legal matters to which the county may be a party. Motion was seconded, all 401 

were in favor, motion carried.  402 

 403 

Executive session ended at 4:41 p.m. no decisions were made.  404 

 405 

Maurice Goodall joined the meeting at 4:45 p.m. and asked about waiving Fairground 406 

rental fees.  Commissioner Hover explained that we have been told by the State Auditor 407 

that fees cannot be waived because it means that we would be gifting public funds. 408 

 409 

Commissioners adjourned for the day at 5:00 p.m. 410 

 411 


